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Abstract:

Ancillary antonymy (strictly *opposition*), a top-listed category in the state-of-the-art typology of antonymy in English, has been rigorously tested, retrieved and replicated over the past fifteen years across a variety of languages: Swedish, Japanese, Dutch, Serbian, Qur’anic Arabic, Chinese, Modern Standard Arabic, and Classical Arabic. However, three other counter studies have stripped this cross-linguistically preponderant category out of their taxonomies despite evidence that a great number of ancillary antonymy cases have been logged in their datasets. Using three Classical Arabic datasets, this study aims to provide strong evidence that champions this phenomenon and to propose ten paradigms of its usage therein. The study draws heavily upon the frame-based analytical methods developed in lexical semantics to serve its typological purpose. Results indicate that canonical, less canonical, and noncanonical pairs of opposition are interchangeably employed to signal, sharpen, and trigger each other on the syntagmatic axis. They also show that ancillary antonymy in Classical Arabic has nine more paradigmatic configurations, the most notable of which is the interchangeable opposition of duplicates, analogs, synonyms, and meronyms.
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المستخلص العربي

الطِبَاق المساعِد (المُقابلة بلغة أدق) من أهم الفئات المُدرِجة في التصنيف المُعاصر لظاهرة الطِبَاق في اللغة الإنجليزية، وقد تم اختبار هذا التصنيف النُموذجي باستعماله وتطبيقه عملياً على مدار الخمس عشرة سنة الأخيرة في عدة لغات مختلفة منها السويدية واليابانية والهولندية والصربيَة والصينية والعربية، إلا أن ثلاث دراسات أخرى ناقصة قد جرّدت تصنيفاتها من تلك الفئة السائدة في لغات أخرى رغم وجود أُدلة على انتشارها في متناولها. تهدف هذه الدراسة إلى تحليل ثلاثة متون في العربية الفصحى لإقامة الدليل على انتشار هذه الظاهرة، مُقترحة عشرة نماذج لاستخدامها. تعتمد الدراسة الحالية على المنهج الوصفي التحليلي القائم على الأطر النحوية الذي تم تطويره في علم الدلالة المعجمي من أجل تحقيق غرضها التصنيفي. أوضحت النتائج نُماذج أزواج الطِبَاق المساعِد على محور التضام في تركيب ذي ثلاث شُعَب مُصْطَلح عليها وشبه مُصْطَلح عليها وغير مُصْطَلح عليها ليستدعى بعضها ببعض طبائياً مرة بالتلوين ومرة بالتجليخ ومرة بالتقدح، كما توصلت الدراسة إلى نَمْذَجة تسعة أشكال أخرى للظاهرة على محور الاختيار أهمها المقابلة بين الوجوه والنظائر والمترادفات وألفاظ البعض من كل.

الكلمات المفتاحية: الطِبَاق، المقابلة، الطِبَاق المساعِد، النماذج، العربية الفصحى

1. Introduction

Many lexical-semantic endeavors were made to model the phenomenon of antonymy and/or opposition in English and several heterogeneous typologies emerged from these scholarly endeavors (cf. Stamenov, 1992:14). The typologies seem to have been informed, I would claim, by two major pragmatic approaches: paradigmatic and syntagmatic, Jakobson's axes of selection and combination (cf. Simpson, 2004:35). The paradigmatic approach represents the lexical-semantic choices from which one choice is made over the others (X or Ys), whereas the syntagmatic approach connects lexical-semantic
elements along a meaningful structural frame (X and Y). Traditional endeavors seem to have favored the former approach and built their typologies on a syntax-free relation between opposite or antonymous pairs, which might explain why such typologies are limited and static. Lyons (1968, 1977, 1995) and Cruse (1976, 1986, 2000) are the precursors of this approach, the purpose of which was exemplification based on promising but unrepresentative data, “not taken from actual instances of discourse” (Davies, 2012:43).

Modern endeavors, commencing with Justeson and Katz's (1991) corpus-based study into adjectival antonyms in English, have adopted the syntagmatic approach to study antonymy in a wider sense, the most suitable terminological alternative of which is opposition. Although Justeson and Katz (1991) were the first to have examined antonymous adjectives based on a co-occurrence hypothesis, i.e. those adjectives tend to co-occur in 'syntactically parallel and usually lexically identical structures' (Justeson and Katz, 1991:11) without a systematic classification (cf. Jones, 2002:21), Mettinger (1994) seems to be the originator of a typological syntagmatic analysis of the aspects of semantic opposition in English and adopts, as Jones (2002:22) describes it, a more structuralist perspective than Justeson and Katz (1991). Using a larger corpus, Jones (2002) conducted a more comprehensive study, presumably inspired by Mettinger (1994), and developed a more retrievable and more replicable typology of the discourse functions of canonical antonymy in text, attaching to each function a number of syntactic frames (e.g., ‘exhaustive (disjunctive) coordination’ as in ‘either X or Y’). Jones's (2002) typology served as an analytical toolkit for subsequent syntagmatic studies into antonymy and/or opposition across other genres and languages (e.g., Jones, 2006, 2007; Murphy and Jones, 2008; Murphy et al., 2009; Muehleisen and Isono, 2009; Lobanova et al., 2010; Kostić, 2011; Hassanein, 2013a; Hsu, 2015, among others).
In all the typologies created in previous studies, ancillary antonymy primes and dominates over all the other categories (cf. Jones, 2002, 2006; Jones and Murphy, 2003; Murphy and Jones, 2008; Murphy et al., 2009; Muehleisen and Isono, 2009; Lobanova et al., 2010; Kostić, 2011, 2016), which is the main justification why it receives due attention in the present inquiry, besides the following reasons. First, ancillary antonymy is a more contrastive discourse function than coordinated antonymy, used to introduce or emphasize another nearby contrast (cf. Murphy and Jones, 2008:422; Hsu, 2015:61; Kostić, 2016:6) between canonical, less canonical and noncanonical opposites. Next, ancillary antonymy accommodates a variety of syntactic frames from other categories and, therefore, is assigned no specific lexico-syntactic frames (cf. Jones, 2006:205; Lobanova et al., 2010:25; Davies, 2012:48; Hsu, 2015:58). Third, the ancillary function is, as Jones (2002:47) puts it, common not merely among opposites in text but also across language in general, serving usually to draw attention to a primary and more important (cf. Jones, 2002:51-60), not secondary (cf. Muehleisen and Isono, 2009:2186), contrast.

Ancillary antonymy, a major top category in the sytagmatic typologies of antonymy, is too prevalent and dominant across genres and languages to drop out of use and be eliminated. Davies (2012), unlike all his predecessors who provided evidence from different language datasets for the dominance of this function, removed it from his qualitative typological analysis on no specific grounds. However, he (2012:45) gives all the credit to Jones's (2002) category of ancillary antonymy for being the trigger of noncanonical oppositions, a category in which two lexemes become opposites because they co-occur in the same syntactic frame in which two canonical opposites co-occur. Despite the credit it is given as a trigger of noncanonical oppositions and its dominance across different languages, such as English (Jones, 2002), Swedish (Murphy et al., 2009), Japanese (Muehleisen and Isono, 2009), Dutch (Lobanova et al., 2010), Serbian
(Kostič, 2011), Arabic (Hassanein, 2013a, 2018) and Chinese (Hsu, 2015), ancillary antonymy receives no distribution in Davies's (2012) provisional typology and no examples of it were logged in his dataset. AlHedayani (2016) proved ancillary antonymy to be prevalent in MSA discourse. Nonetheless, she removed it from her classification on grounds that also apply to other transcategorial classes, such as idiomatic expression, and divided it into subclasses, instead.

2. Literature review

2.1 Quantitative analyses of ancillary antonymy across genres and languages

2.1.1 Quantification of ancillary antonymy in English

Jones's (2002) corpus-based study of antonymy is the cornerstone of syntagmatic analyses of antonymy across languages. In his seminal study, Jones proposed a new syntax-dependent typology of the discourse functions of antonymy in text. Ancillary antonymy dominates the frequency distribution, accounting for 1,162 sentences and 38.7% within a 3,000-sentence database taken from a 280-million-word corpus of journalistic text. Jones and Murphy (2005) quantified ancillary antonymy in an ANR corpus of 415 (270 child-produced speech (CPS) and 145 child-directed speech (CDS)) instances of antonym co-occurrence, ranking it first and assigning to it 45.6% in CPS and 39.1% in CDS. Drawing on a dataset of 955 antonymy co-occurrences extracted from a 10.37-million-word BNC spoken, Jones (2006) quantified ancillary antonymy, ranking it second to coordinated antonymy and assigning 28.8% to it. Jones (2007) confirmed the continuing dominance of ancillary antonymy by quantifying it across four domains or corpora (APW, APS, CPS and CDS), the percentage distributions of which are 38.7%, 28.8%, 45.6% and 39.1%, respectively. In Murphy and Jones (2008), ancillary antonymy comes first in rank in child speech, child-directed adult speech and newspaper corpus, accounting for 36.7%, 31.9%, and
38.7%, respectively, but second in rank in adult-directed adult speech, accounting for 28.8%.

2.1.2 Quantification of ancillary antonymy across other languages
Murphy et al. (2009) took the initiative in quantifying ancillary antonymy across a language other than English, namely Swedish, based on a Swedish Parole corpus of 4366 cases of co-occurring antonyms, and allotted 44.8% (1956 cases) for it. Muehleisen and Isono (2009) conducted a next cross-linguistic analysis of antonymy co-occurrence in 600 study corpus sentences, ranking ancillary antonymy as the most common function, accounting for 54.8% (329) of the database sentences. Using sets of adjectival seed antonym pairs, Lobanova et al. (2010) hypothesized that ancillary antonymy, one of the largest identified classes, would be the most frequent textual function in Dutch if cross-categorical pairs, i.e., pairs across word class (Fellbaum, 1995), were also added. Using an Untagged Electronic Corpus of Serbian, Kostić (2011) conducted a quantitative study of antonym co-occurrence in written Serbian and identified ancillary antonymy as the second largest category, accounting for a third (33%) of the dataset. Hsu (2015) quantified antonym co-occurrences in the Chinese Gigaword Corpus and ranked ancillary antonymy as the second commonest category, occupying 21.7% of the data. AlHedayani (2016) quantified antonymy in MSA and found ancillary antonymy in 491 sentences, making 16.63% of her dataset. Hassanein (2018) quantified ancillary opposition in the Ḥadīth discourse, ranking it first with a frequency distribution of 44.2% in his dataset.

2.2 Qualitative analyses of ancillary antonymy across genres and languages
2.2.1 Qualification of ancillary antonymy in English
Jones (2002:45-60) was the first to have identified ancillary antonymy and logged numerous instances thereof. In his view, this
class includes two pairs: A-pair and B-pair. The A-pair becomes ancillary to the B-pair and instructs us to treat the B-pair more contrastively. If the B-pair has no innate element of opposition, the A-pair generates an instantial contrast, as in 'I love to cook but I hate doing the dishes'. If the B-pair already has a low level of innate opposition, the A-pair activates this latent contrastive potential, as in 'The bad news is now largely behind, the good news is to come'. If the B-pair already has a high level of innate opposition, the A-pair affirms this contrast to the point of antonymity, as in 'extroverts are most motivated by reward while introverts respond more to punishment' (italics added). In this manner, the B-pair is nudged further up the scale of opposition by the A-pair. Since its inception in Jones (2002), ancillary antonymy has been confirmed by subsequent studies to perform an inexorable role in signaling canonical oppositions, sharpening less canonical oppositions and triggering noncanonical ones across languages and genres. This supports Jones's (2002:45) argument that the ancillary role is a relatively widespread phenomenon common not merely among ‘opposites’ in text, but also across language in general. Jones and Murphy (2005:407-410) found ancillary antonymy a complex category with particular usefulness in structuring discourse. Jones (2006:204-206) found ancillary antonymy more conceptually and grammatically complex than the other discourse functions; it features two oppositions and uses no specific syntactic framework. Jones (2007:1110-1111) arrived at very similar findings in previous works, confirming the everyday usefulness of the ancillary role in spoken interaction. Murphy and Jones (2008:422-423) replicated similar results, revealing that ancillary antonymy presents a particularly clear antonymic input and reflects, what Lyons (1977:277) calls ‘a general human tendency to categorize experience in terms of dichotomous contrast’.
2.2.2 Qualification of ancillary antonymy across other languages

Murphy et al. (2009:2166-2167) reveal that ancillary antonymy in Swedish is not associated with any lexico-syntactic frame, is marked by morpho-syntactic parallelism and is manipulated in a recognizable manner similar to its counterpart in English. Muehleisen and Isono (2009:2192-2193) replicate similar findings that ancillary antonyms act as triggers for other contrasts motivated by syntactic parallelisms. Lobanova et al. (2010:25) refer to the superiority of ancillary antonymy over all other categories in Dutch, even with the omission of antonymous concepts expressed by words from different classes. Kostić (2011, 2015, 2017) foregrounds ancillary antonymy in Serbian and provides three strong cases in favor of Jones's (2002) argument for this category: an A-pair of well-established antonyms serve to draw our attention to a more important contrast between pairs that are conventional antonyms (i.e., canonical), pairs that are probably opposable in certain contexts (i.e., less canonical) and pairs that are difficult to oppose in context (i.e., noncanonical). Thus, she establishes that the contrast between the A-pair antonyms is so entrenched in our mental lexicon that we can still label this function ‘ancillary’, or what she more strictly calls ‘reciprocally ancillatory’, antonymy. Hsu (2015:61-62) typifies ancillary antonymy in a Chinese corpus, with two mappings (A mapped to X and B mapped to Y) and five permutation patterns (XAYB, AXBY, AXYB, ABXY and XYAB).

Hassanein (2013a:143-151) identifies and exemplifies two guises of ancillary antonymy in Qur’anic Arabic (QA) at an intrasentential or intraversial\(^2\) level: canonical A-pair antonyms that generate another central contrast between (non)canonical intratextualized or metatextualized B-pairs. The intratexual pairs of antonyms co-occur in text and hence are easily retrievable, while the metatexual ones are textually absent but conceptually comprehensible. AlHedayani (2016:3) literally writes, “Triggering opposition between canonically
unopposed phrases in this (i.e., ‘ancillary’) way has been found in all genres and languages investigated so far, including the present study.” Despite the statistically significant role of ancillary antonymy, she prefers to remove it from her typology for two main reasons:

a) the ancillary use of antonyms is an effect projected on other words regardless of the hosting syntactic construction and

b) there are no objective criteria for including a sentence under ancillary antonymy.

Hassanein (2018:14-16) presented a broader perspective on ancillary opposition in the major collections of Ḥadīth (Ṣaḥīḥ al-Buḥārī (SB) and Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim (SM)), profiling three facets of how ancillary opposition is specifically used in Ḥadīth Arabic:

a) less canonical pairs of opposites signaling opposition between canonical pairs,

b) canonical pairs of opposites signaling opposition between noncanonical pairs, and

c) noncanonical text-based pairs instantiating oppositions between canonical context-based pairs of opposites.

Hassanein's (2013a, 2018) research on opposition in CA (the Qur’an and Ḥadīth) prosecutes arguments and cases that confirm the ancillary role which antonymy plays in creating or consolidating oppositions between (non)canonical pairs in Arabic discourse.

3. This study

The universal pervasion of antonymy underlines the human cognitive tendency toward binary contrast, which Murphy (2003:43) calls Relation by Contrast (RC) as a general cognitive relation, not just a means for relating word concepts. The RC holds that items are related if they are minimally different in contextually appropriate ways. The principle sets no limit to the constitution of contrastive pairs, which might be supported by Jones's (2002) low innate and no innate oppositions between the B-pair members of ancillary antonymy
and Davies's (2012) noncanonical oppositions. Kostić (2016) confirms the RC stipulation that the contrast relation is derivable between any form-meaning pairing construed as opposites in discourse between canonical, less canonical and noncanonical pairings. The advantage of the RC approach is that opposition is triggered between members of a noncanonical pair, which belong to the same syntactic frame and discourse function as the (less)canonical ones.

This study builds on the RC approach and follows a multifaceted approach to the analysis of ancillary antonymy in the major Classical Arabic texts. The approach shifts focus from one discipline to an interplay between different disciplines—i.e., cognitive, corpus and exegetical approaches—and from one level to several interrelated levels—i.e., lexical, semantic, and conceptual. There is a current debate concerning the degree to which ancillary antonymy or opposition is cross-culturally or cross-linguistically particularistic or universalistic. In this study, I am prone to give evidence for universal commonalities between English and Arabic ancillary antonymies and for the particularities of ancillary antonymy, *al-tibāq*, in CA per se.

The significance of this study consists in building a theoretical profile and an empirical framework, which account for how Jones’s (2002) category of ancillary antonymy acts as a pervasive mode of thought in language use and in the process of meaning construction and consumption across other languages and cultures, with Classical Arabic as one case in point. Despite the fact that the profile of this category in English (cf. Jones, 2002; Jones, 2007) has some guises in common with its profile in Classical Arabic, ancillary opposition also functions distinctly in Classical Arabic and casts opposition not only on canonically opposite pairs but also on nonopposites. Opposition is not merely a lexical association phenomenon but also a knowledge-constructing process (Murphy and Andrews, 1993; Murphy, 2003; Paradis et al., 2009). Ancillary opposition in particular is shown to be lexical, semantic and conceptual in nature (Murphy 2003; Jones et al. 2
6. Analysis

6.1 Ancillary Constructions: A Cross-categorial Quantitative Analysis
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**Figure 1** Frequencies of ancillary oppositions across categories in Q, SB and SM

Figure 1 shows that coordinated opposition is the favorite category for ancillary opposition, with the highest frequency distribution (more than 80%) across the three datasets: the Qur'an, SB and SM. Negated and interrogative oppositions rank second and third, respectively, with much less frequencies compared with coordinated opposition, however. Subordinated opposition, first developed by Hassanein (2013a) and further supported by AliHedayani (2016) and Hassanein (2018), comes fourth in order in the Q and SB from which ancillary opposition also borrows syntactic frameworks. Interrogative opposition holds the fifth place and lends ancillary opposition some of its typical frameworks. It is also shown that ancillary opposition accommodates cross-categorial syntactic frameworks from a larger number of categories in the Q than in SB and SM: eight, three and two categories, respectively.
Figure 2 Frequencies of ancillary syntactic frames across categories in Q, SB and SM

Figure 2 shows that ancillary opposition employs a greater number of syntactic frameworks in the Q than in SB and SM. There is a quite logical correspondence between the most dominant categories favored by ancillary opposition and their respective frameworks. It is shown that the syntactic frames specific to coordinated opposition are mostly manipulated by ancillary opposition. A large number of coordinated frames are in use, but the frames X AND Y, IF X AND IF Y and WHO(EVER) X AND WHO(EVER) Y are top-listed. The first frame is statistically beyond comparison with the other two, taking up more
than 55% across the entire datasets. Negated opposition contributes some typical frames NOT X BUT Y, X AND NOT Y and NOT X AND Y.

**Figure 3** Frequencies of the categories in Q, SB and SM

Figure 3 shows the superiority of the Q over SB and SM in the number of discourse-functional categories accommodated by ancillary antonymy or opposition in the three related corpora: eight, three and two, respectively. Two categories, the coordinated and negated oppositions, are dominant in the three datasets. A newly developed class, subordinated antonymy (Hassanein, 2013a) or opposition (Hassanein, 2018) is shared by the Q and SB, with much higher frequency in the former than in the latter. Coordinated opposition stands out as the greatest provider for ancillary opposition and lends it a far larger number of frames. Clearly, the preponderance of coordinated functions and frames features across all datasets in general but in SM in particular. Ancillary opposition favors coordinated opposition and takes it as a more intimate bedfellow.
Table 1 Ancillary-induced coordinated, negated and subordinated oppositions in SB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART</th>
<th>coordinated</th>
<th>negated</th>
<th>subordinated</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Ancillary-induced coordinated, negated and subordinated frames in SB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART</th>
<th>X and Y</th>
<th>X and not Y</th>
<th>X or Y</th>
<th>X, Y</th>
<th>as for X and as</th>
<th>as</th>
<th>either X or Y</th>
<th>if X and (if) Y</th>
<th>if X and if Y</th>
<th>if X but if Y</th>
<th>if X but (if) Y</th>
<th>neither X nor Y</th>
<th>not X and Y</th>
<th>not X but Y</th>
<th>whatever X and Y and whatever Y</th>
<th>when(ever) X and when(ever) Y</th>
<th>who(ever) X and who(ever) Y</th>
<th>who(ever) X, Y</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tables 1 and 2 show the frequencies of three common categories, coordinated (257 n (90.8%)), negated opposition (24 n (8.4%)) and subordinated opposition (2 n, (0.7%)), and their respectively favored frameworks, X AND Y (161 n (56.8%)), NOT X BUT Y (18 n (6.3%)) and WHOEVER X, Y (2 n (0.7%)), employed in an ancillary fashion.

**Table 3** Ancillary-induced coordinated and negated oppositions in SM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART</th>
<th>coordinated</th>
<th>negated</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tables 3 and 4 provide frequency distributions of only two textual functions, the coordinated and negated categories (226 and 4 $n$ (98.2 and 1.7%), respectively), whose preferred frameworks are X AND Y ($147 n$ (63.9%)) and X AND NOT Y and X NOT Y ($2 n$ (0.8% each)), respectively. A common link among the three datasets shows coordinated opposition as a pandemic category whose most favorite frame is X AND Y and negated opposition as a class more endemic to Q and SB than to SM.
6.2 Ancillary Constructions: A Cross-categorial Qualitative Analysis

In this section, ancillary oppositions that accommodate syntactic frameworks from across other major and minor discourse functions are identified, exemplified and discussed: the A-pair members appear in italics; the B-pair ones in bold italics and the frames in capitals. \(^{(3)}\)

The discourse functions are arranged in a descending order of their frequency distributions across ten provisional paradigms in the corpus. The sample examples are shortened to a phrasal or clausal form if their full sentential content is not necessary. Examples 1-3 feature a high innate opposition between the B-pair members, which are antonyms in themselves nudged up the scale by the A-pair antonyms (cf. Jones, 2002:47).

6.2.1 Canonical opposites as ancillary signalers of canonical ones in a coordinated frame

The ancillary oppositions below exemplify PARADIGM I and feature pairs of canonical, i.e., conventional, opposites (A-pairs) used as ancillaries to emphasize the inherent opposition between other pairs of canonical opposites (B-pairs) and conjoined by coordinating and correlative conjunctions. Coordinators are mnemonically packed in the acronym ‘fanboys’ while correlators come in pairs, with both-and and neither-nor figuring as the major ones. In the present study, coordinators and correlators are both classed under coordination, following Jones's (2007:1111) premise that the strings conjoined by and or are often preceded by both, (n)either, or whether. Coordination signals an equal status of inclusiveness and/or exclusiveness, as well as junction or disjunction, within affirmative or negative contrastive constructions.
1. a. You who believe, if any of you go back on your faith, God will soon replace you with people He loves and who love Him, people who are *gentle* with the *believers*, *harsh* with the *unbelievers*. (Q, 5:54)

c. 

2. a. O Muhammad’s community, I swear by God that if you had known what I have known, you would have *laughed a little* AND *cried much*. (SB, 2:25)

c. 

d. Certainly, I NEITHER *proscribe* a *halal* NOR *prescribe* a *haram*. (SB, 4:47)
e. I swear by the One in whose hands Muhammad's soul resides that if you had seen what I have seen you would have *laughed a little* AND *cried much*. (SM, 2:28)

f. (SM, 2:28)

f. (SM, 2:28)

g. (SM, 2:28)

h. The most evil of people would remain, as nimble as birds and as temperamental as wild animals, NEITHER approving (anything) good NOR condemning (anything) bad. (SM, 8:201)

Cases 1a-h and 2a-h constitute PARADIGM 1 in which pairs of canonical opposites (A-pairs) play an ancillary role in signaling an innate opposition between the subsequent pairs of canonical ones (B-pairs) and augmenting their contrastive power. In this paradigm, both A- and B-pairs feature proper antonyms in their own right and a mutual built-in contrariety, utilizing syntactic frameworks typical of coordinated opposition. Case 1a asyndetically conjoins two pairs of canonical opposites, referred to by Jones (2002:99) as ‘simultaneous antonyms’, within a bipartite paratactic structure, whose two parallel parts are connected together without any punctuation mark, Jones's (2002:96) ‘oblique stroke’, or coordinator, 'adilla/a’izza ‘gentle/harsh’ (A-pair) and al-kafirin/al-muminin ‘unbelievers/believers’ (B-pair). Cases as such use parataxis as a tool to join predicative adjectives as post-modifiers of a preceding head noun, the purpose of which is to reveal the simultaneity of oppositional attitudes towards two different groups of people. Such cases are easily classed together due to their structural affinity, being used within uncoordinated and unpunctuated two-part parallel construction. God promises to replace whoever apostatizes from Islam with other people who will love Him, who will be gentle with the believers (and) harsh with the unbelievers and who will fear no reproach when calling a spade a spade (cf. al-Zamaḥšarī, 1998 [P2]:257). The implication is
that the Islamic religion will always have staunch proponents and supporters no matter who would renegade from it (Ibn ʿĀshūr, 1984 [P6]:234).

Using a disjunctive X OR Y frame, Case 1c coordinates the A-pair members nafaqā/sullamā ‘tunnel/ladder’ as the principal vectorial tools of reaching al-ʿarḍ/al-samāʾ ‘underground/sky’ (B-pair). God is addressing and orienting his messenger Muhammad to two unrealizable alternatives that designate two opposite directions (technically reversives) (4) in space. The implication is that the prophet Muhammad is realistically incapable of digging a tunnel into the wonders of the ground or putting up a ladder into the wonders of the sky to bring his people signs that drive them to believe in his God. This might explain why the conditional particle ʿin ‘if’ is employed in this context. According to Ibn ʿĀshūr (1984 [P7]:203-204), this conditional particle appears in contexts in which what is conditioned is just hypothetical and unlikely to happen. Al-Zamaḥšarī (1998 [P2]:341) confirms this implication, adding that the prophet Muhammad is shown to have been so zealous in doing his utmost to show his reluctant people any possible sign they seek so that they have faith in his Lord.

Case 1e features a triad of oppositional pairs within coordinative conditional phrases ‘IF X AND IF Y, THEN X AND THEN Y’: qubul/dubur 'front/back', ṣadaqat/kāḍabat ‘tell the truth/tell a lie’ and al-kāḍibīn/al-ṣādiqīn ‘the liars/the truth tellers’. In the prophet Joseph story, there occurred a sexual episode in which a foster mother seduced her foster son behind the back of her husband. Caught in the scene by the husband, the two of them started to exchange charges. A next of kin from the family used the foster son's torn shirt as tainted evidence to prove either of them (un)truthful. Hassanein (2013a:65) provides an interesting analysis of this complex-compound proposition: the contrary pair front/back supports Greimas’s idea of binary oppositions on his semiotic square and also implies the
negative of each term in the binary, the contradictory pair, which is not-front/not-back in this example. But the contradiction comprises much more than this: not-front/not-back include more than front/back. On the contradiction axis, alternative directional opposites, such as right/left, often posit themselves in the propositional analysis. Once these terms are laid out on the square, a relation of implication logically exists between terms on the vertical axes: front/not-back and back/not-front. Greimas (1983) defines the analysis of meaning at this level as deep semantics. The meaning of the single term is often defined by the neighboring terms in the cluster of themes in which it is placed. In this specific pair, opposition appears both syntagmatically between antonymous nouns and cliticized verbs and paradigmatically between the cliticized verbs and clauses.

Case 1g conjoins a relational pair of opposites, wālid/mawlūd ‘parent/child’ (A-pair), in a conversive NEITHER X NOR Y framework in which what does not apply to X does not apply to Y, either. God is telling people in general to fear Him and to beware a Day, i.e., the Day of Judgement, on which a parent will not help his or her child and a child will not help his or her parent, with the converses (5) waladīh/wālidīh ‘child/parent’ serving as the B-pair members. A semantic nuance inherent to the Arabic A-pair resides in the distinction between the items mawlūd and walad, whereby the former refers to immediate parent-child relation and the latter refers to non-immediate relation (cf. Al-Zamaḥshārī, 1998 [P5]:25), possibly between (grand)parent(s) and (grand)child(ren). This semantic distinction is brought home to us through the case-marking borne by the second A-pair member mawlūd (patient or experiencer) in contraposition to wālid (agent). Ibn ʿĀshūr (1984 [P21]:193) argues that the verse starts with wālid and then with mawlūd because parents are more sympathetic towards and concerned about their children in times of adversities.
Case 1i contrasts relative clauses al-laḏīna kafarū/al-laḏīna āmanū ‘who disbelieve/who believe’ (A-pair)\(^{(6)}\) within an X AND Y frame to account for why the former's deeds would be nullified and the latter's bad deeds would be tolerated by God: because the former followed al-bāṭil; the latter followed al-ḥaq from their Lord, ‘falsehood/truth’ (B-pair), respectively. The coordinator AND serves to conjoin two mutually exclusive opposites without a mid-term in between, whereby whoever is not faithful is necessarily faithless and what is not true is necessarily false, or vice versa. Ibn ‘Āshūr (1984 [P26]:73) finds commencing the verse with a relative pronoun and a relative clause a suitable opening for a consequent judgment, hence creating great suspense on the part of readers. God structures information in a very unusual effect-and-cause, not cause-and-effect, style that foregrounds result and backgrounds reason. Causality is brought home to the readers by means of the causative particle bi ‘as, for, since, or because’. Ibn ‘Āshūr (1984 [P26]:76) cites al-Kashshāf as labeling this unique style al-tafsīr ‘causation’, which rhetoricians regard as an embellishing trope. The ideological implication is that the B-pair members, al-bāṭil/al-ḥaq ‘falsehood/truth’, are shown to be the causes of the preceding injunctions for the A-pair ones: misguidance for those who disbelieve and forgiveness for those who believe.

Cases 2a-h show how ancillary opposition has been manipulated by the prophet of Islam in the two collections: SB and SM. Case 2a conjoins the A-pair members ādāktum/bakaytum ‘laugh/cry’ and the B-pair ones qalīlā/kathīrā ‘little/much’ within a conjunctive X AND Y frame. This frame hosts a templatic pattern of opposition remodeled by the prophet Muhammad from a formerly revealed Qur'anic verse (9:82), according to which evildoers are said to laugh a little in the worldly life but cry much in the afterlife. The prophet shows himself to be an encyclopedic messenger who has got broad knowledge of many things unknown to his people, the motivation of which is simply to intimidate his people (cf. Al-‘Asqālānī, n.d. [P2]:529). The
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prophet's tradition has the implication that he might have seen some people laughing a lot and crying a little and for this reason he wanted to alarm them to take care not to be immersed in this life and pay more attention to the afterlife. Case 2e echoes the same templatic pattern (frame and pairs) but in a different context: the prophet moves his people from the knowledge plane to the vision or sight plane. The prophet seeks to instill an intimidation in his people and make an opposite change in their demeanor by warning them against things he has seen but they have not: Had they seen what he has seen, they would have laughed a little and then cried much.

Cases 2c and 2g feature ancillary oppositions in a coordinative, more strictly correlative, framework NEITHER X NOR Y. Their syntactic environments display conjunctively negative structures in which both X- and Y-members are coupled together in order to signal inclusivity, neutrality and passivity on part of the speaker(s) or the people spoken about. Case 2a hosts the canonical A-pair ʾuḥarrim/ʾuḥill ‘proscribe/prescribe’ and the canonical B-pair ḥalālā/ḥarāmā ‘halal/haram’ to signal both inclusivity and neutrality on part of the prophet Muhammad. Abū ʾAbd al-Raḥmān al-Miswar b. Maḥrāma heard the prophet delivering a complimentary speech about his son-in-law ʿAlī b. ʾAbī Ṭālib who proposed to marry the daughter of ʾAbī Jahl as a second wife besides his first wife Fāṭima, the prophet's daughter. After praising his son-in-law in front of the Muslims, the prophet justifies his flat refusal of this marriage proposal. The prophet takes a neutral stance from the halal-haram issue, not proscribing what is licit or prescribing what is illicit. His statement entails his dogged adherence to what is proscribed and what is prescribed. The prophet flatly refuses ʿAlī b. ʾAbī Ṭālib's marriage proposal to ʾAbī Jahl's daughter, not because it is deemed unlawful by the prophet, since polygamy and polygyny are lawful in Islam, but because he deems it unwise and inappropriate to be simultaneously married to the daughter of the prophet of Islam and that of the enemy
of Islam. For this reason, the prophet was entirely against this proposal, in addition to his foreboding that his daughter's faith might be negatively affected.

Case 2g replicates the same syntactic framework of case 2c, hosting the canonical A-pair and B-pair members *yaʿrifūn/yunkirūn* ‘approve/condemn’ and *maʿrūfā/munkarā* ‘good/bad’, respectively, which convey both inclusivity and passivity on part of the remnant group of the people spoken about. The prophet prophesies one of the big heralds of apocalypse, a cold wind that will render each good person dead and leave the evil ones who will be as nimble as birds and as temperamental as wild animals and who will neither command good nor forbid evil. Then Satan will incarnate himself as a human, inviting those evil ones to idolatry. They will listen to him and remain like this until they all die. Although the syntactic environments of the A- and B-pairs are the same in cases 2c and 2g, each serves a different purpose and a different field: legislation (lawful/unlawful) and valuation (good/bad), respectively. Case 2c implies a commitment by the prophet of Islam in following what is licit and avoiding what is illicit, whereas case 2g discloses non-commitment and indifference from the side of the evil remnants who will survive the deadly cold wind to be misguided and misled by the devil.

6.2.2 Canonical opposites as ancillary signalers of canonical ones in a negated frame

The cases below also belong to PARADIGM 1 and feature ancillary oppositions (canonical A- and B-pairs) in a negated frame, in which the A-pair members are negated in favor of the B-pair ones. The A-pair opposites are negated to affirm and magnify their B-pair counterparts, employing mainly the archetypal framework NOT X BUT Y or variants thereof. Unlike English that uses the negative marker *not* as its main and perhaps only negative marker, except for the malleable *X instead of Y* and *X as opposed to Y* considered by Davies (2012) at home in the classes of replacive and explicit
oppositions respectively, Classical Arabic enjoys a variety of negative
markers, such as mā, laysa, and lā amounting to not. A sharper and
more important contrast is generated and confirmed in the B-pairs.
Contrary to the case in English in which the X-position opposite is the
‘surprise antonym’ (cf. Jones, 2002:89), the so-called ‘surprise
antonymy’ is often the Y-position opposite in Classical Arabic.

3. a. وقالِ يا بني لا تدخلوا من باب واحدٍ، واندخلوا من أبواب متفرقةٍ (القرآن، ١٦:٧)
   b. He said, ‘My sons, do NOT enter all by one gate AND enter by
different gates.’ (Q, 12:67)
   c. لا تدعوا الیوم ثُبوراً واحداً، وادعوا ثُبوراً كثيراً (القرآن، ١٤:٢٥)
   d. Do NOT cry out this day for one death, AND cry out for many
deads. (Q, 25:14)
   e. وليسَ عليكم جناح فيما خطاتم به ولكنّ ماتعمد فلم نحكم (القرآن، ٤٣:٥)
   f. You will NOT be blamed for what you did by mistake, BUT (will
be blamed) for what your hearts did on purpose. (Q, 33:5)

Cases 3a-e feature negated oppositions in which the X-members
are de-emphasized in favor of Y-ones and thus they serve as
ancillaries. Case 3a takes us back to the intriguing Joseph story in
which the prophet Jacob advises his eleven sons to enter Memphis
through different gates, not through the same gate, to remain safe from
evil eyes, because they were arresting figures in any crowd (al-
Zamaḥsharī, 1998 [P3]:306), or from evildoings (Ibn ʿĀshūr, 1984
[P13]:20). The A-pair lā tadvulū/ʾidhulū ‘not enter/enter’ is negated in
a NOT X AND Y framework to affirm the B-pair bāb wāhid/ʾabwāb
mutafarriqa ‘one gate/different gates’. The Arabic item wāhid is a
polysemous word with two meanings, the same or one, each of which
serves a distinct semantic plane, that of variety (several) and that of
number (many). Ibn ʿĀshūr (1984 [P13]:21) draws a polemical
distinction between the Arabic terms al-mutafarriqa ‘different/separate’ and al-mutaʿaddida ‘many/several’. To him,
preference is given to the former over the latter on the grounds that they form a single group that should take separate entrances, not the same one, to guard against any harm. Individual entry is preferred to collective entry for safety reasons. Native speakers of Vernacular Arabic (VA) can intuitively draw a clear difference between *wāḥid* as *same* and *wāḥid* as *one* in distinct expressions, such as *al-ṣurtain* *wāḥid* ‘The two pictures are the same’ (not different) and *al-rabb* *wāḥid* ‘God is one’ (not many). This argument is supported by case 3c.

Case 3c replicates the same syntactic framework NOT X AND Y and the same X-member as in case 3a, but includes a different Y-member *kathīrā* ‘many’ in place of *mutafarriqa* ‘different’, hence shifting the semantic dimension from attribution or modification (*mutafarriqa* as a modifier) to quantification or specification (*kathīrā* as a specifier or quantifier). The A-pair *lā tadʿū′idʿū* ‘not cry out/cry out’ is negated in favor of the B-pair *thubūran* *wāḥida/thubūran* *kathīrā* ‘one death/many deaths’. In Arabic, as Hassanein (2017:145) puts it, the coordinator *wa* ‘and’ is contextually potential when its conjoins are contrastive (cf. al-Ṣiʿīḍī, 1991:107), which coincides with Leech and Short's (2007:61) indication that the coordinator *and* takes priority over the adversative conjunction *but* even when the latter is expected. The two cases are syntagmatically and syntactically likewise but paradigmatically and semantically otherwise. Semantic nuances between the XX-YY lexical choices on the selection axis arouse curiosity on part of text consumers. Despite the lexical identity of the X-items above, they are semantically distinct and their distinction is generated by the concepts borne by their Y-opposites. Case 3e echoes the negative frameworks employed by cases 3a-c, featuring different lexemes framed by NOT X BUT Y rather than NOT X AND Y. The X-opposites *laysa junāḥ/junāḥ* ‘no blame/blame’ serve to draw attention to a primary pair of opposites, Y-members, *aḥṭa ‛um/ta ‛ammadat* ‘do by mistake/do on purpose’. The implication
is that wrongdoers will not be blamed or punished for any wrong they did by mistake before the prohibition, but will be blamed or punished for the wrongs they did on purpose after the prohibition—an implication strengthened by prophet Muhammad's words “I do not fear what you do by mistake, but I fear what you do on purpose” (cf. al-Zamaḥšarī, 1998 [P5]:46-47). Ibn ʿĀshūr (1984 [P21]:265) contends that negating the lexeme junāḥ ‘blame’ with layṣa ‘not’ entails a case generalization, confirming the rule of not specifying a general because of the specificity of its cause.

6.2.3 Canonical opposites as ancillary sharpeners of less canonical ones in a coordinated frame

The cases given below constitute PARADIGM II in which the A-pair words are conventional opposites serving as ancillaries for signaling less conventional but absolutely essential opposition between the B-pair ones in coordinated constructions.

4. a. وقالت طائفة من أهل الكتّاب/ميناء بألّذي أنزل على الذين أمنوا وجَهَهُ التهار وأَفْنِروا أحْرَمَهُ (قرآن، 3:72)
   b. Some of the People of the Book said, ‘Believe in what has been revealed to these believers [the Muslims] at the outset of the day AND disbelieve at the end of it. (Q, 3:72)
   c. لَكِنْ لَاتَنَسِوا عَلَى مَا أَفْتَحْكُمُ وَلا تَفْرَحُوا بِمَا أَخَذْكُمُ (قرآن، 23:57)
   d. So you will NEITHER grieve for what you miss NOR gloat over what you gain. (Q, 57:23)

5. a. إِذَا دَخَلَ رَمَضَانُ قَطَّحَتِ أَبوابِ الجَهَنْمِ وَعَلَقَتْ أَبوابِ الْجَنَّةِ (البخارى، 2:272)
   b. When Ramadan comes, the gates of paradise will have been opened AND the gates of hellfire will have been closed. (SB, 2:227)
   c. الأَنْصَارِ لَا يَجْبَهُمْ إِلَّا مُؤْمِنَ وَلَا يَحِبُّهُمْ إِلَّا مُؤْمِنَ قِبْلَةَ الْمُتَّفَقِينَ (البخارى، 4:223)
d. The Supporters are NEITHER loved by anyone except a believer NOR hated by anyone except a hypocrite. (SB, 4:223)

e. حُبُّ الأئْصَارِ آيَةُ الإيمانَ وَبَعْضُهُمْ آيَةُ التِّفَاقَى (مسلم، 1:٦٠)

f. Love of the Supporters is a sign of belief AND hatred of them is a sign of hypocrisy. (SM, 1:60)

Case 4a describes, in a form of flashback, a party of the People of the Book who vainly plot to befool the Muslims to whom the Qur'an was revealed, by planning to believe in the revelation at the beginning of the day and to disbelieve at its end with the hope that the Muslims might desert their faith. The canonical A-pair opposites āminū/ʾikfurū ‘believe/disbelieve’ are recruited to draw attention to less canonical B-pair opposites wajh/āhir ‘outset/end’ within an X AND Y frame, in which the focus is laid more on temporality of the action than on the action itself. The canonical opposite of the item āhir ‘end’ is awwal ‘beginning’. Then why is the item wajh, not awwal, opposed to āhir? Al-Shaʿrāwī (1991:1539) establishes a semantic nuance and proposes an answer: the lexical choice wajh covers the day from early morning to noon and thus is more inclusive than the lexeme awwal. Case 4c joins a canonical pair of words taʿsaw/tafrāḥū ‘grieve/gloat’ (A-pair) to point to a primary, but less canonical, pair of opposites fātakum/ʾatākum ‘miss/gain’ within a correlative NEITHER X NOR Y framework, the function of which is to neutralize and moderate the states of Xness and Yness, i.e., neither to grieve over what is missed, nor to gloat over what is gained. Those who trust in God should take a neutral, moderate stance in times of difficulty or ease (cf. Ibn ʿĀshūr, 1984 [P27]:412; al-Zamaḥṣarī, 1998 [P6]:50).

In Case 5a, the prophet Muhammad passes to his followers a piece of information about Ramadan, during which the gates of paradise in heaven are opened and those of hellfire are closed. He does so by harnessing, within an X AND Y frame, ancillary canonical opposites futtiḥat/gulliqat ‘be opened/closed’ to define more important, but less
canonical, nominal opposites *al-janna/ jahannam*. The holonym *al-nār* ‘fire’, which is the canonical opposite of *al-janna* ‘paradise’, is replaced with a meronym thereof, i.e., *jahannam*. Fire falls into *darakāt* ‘descending abysses’, of which the seven-doored *jahannam* is said to be one *daraka* (cf. al-Majlašī, n.d. [P8]:289), whereas paradise rises into *darajāt* ‘ascending ranks’. Cases 5c and 5e show prophet Muhammad's love and respect for the Supporters who staunchly helped him with his mission after his emigration from Mecca to Medina. Both cases share the theme and motif but differ in style. While case 5c coordinates canonical verbal ancillaries *yuḥib/yugid* ‘love/hate’ in an excepted NEITHER X NOR Y frame to signal a central opposition between less canonical nominal opposites *muʾmin/munāfiq* ‘believer/hypocrite’ in the nominative case, case 5e coordinates canonical nominal ones *ḥub/buğd* ‘love/hatred’ in an X AND Y frame to establish a crucial opposition between also less canonical nominal opposites *al-ʾimān/al-nifāq* ‘belief/unbelief’ in the genitive case. The former case reveals that only the believers love the Supporters and only the hypocrites hate them; the latter case shows love and hatred of the Supporters as signs of belief and unbelief, respectively. In the Qur'an (3:167), hypocrisy is proved to be closer to unbelief than belief and, therefore, entails that the hypocrites and their superordinates, the unbelievers, hate the Supporters.

### 6.2.4 Canonical opposites as ancillary sharpeners of less canonical ones in a negated frame

The cases below expand PARADIGM II that includes canonical opposites serving as pointers to less canonical ones in negated structures, accommodating two main frameworks, X AND NOT Y or NOT X BUT Y.

6. a. *(قرآن، 3:167)*: لا نُؤَاخِذُكُمْ بِمِلَّةٍ الَّذِيْنَ يُؤَاخِذُونَكُمْ في أَيْمَانِكُمْ وَلَكِنْ نُؤَاخِذُكُمْ بِمَا عَقِدَتَكُمُ الآيَاتُ الآيَاتُ (قرآن، 3:167).
b. God does NOT blame you for *thoughtlessness in your oaths*, BUT blames you for *the binding oaths you make*. (Q, 5:89)

Case 6a features canonical verbal opposites *lā yuʾāḥīḍukum/yuʾāḥīḍukum* ‘not be blamed/be blamed’ that are manipulated in a negated NOT X BUT Y structure to signal a less canonical opposition between two types of oath: *al-ṣaḡw fī ʾaymānikum/ʾaqad tum al-ʾaymān* ‘thoughtless oaths/solemnize the oaths’ (phrase/clause). The two types can be put as *al-yamīn al-ṣaḡw/al-yamīn al-munʿaqada*, which precipitate a *fatwa* of redemption or expiation, respectively. The implication is that intentionality is one basis for fatwa in Islamic sharia and oath makers shall be blamed only for solemn or binding oaths, not for unconscious or unintended ones (cf. al-Zamaḥšarī, 1998 [P2]:287). Hence, they are told to observe their oaths and keep them to a minimum.

7. a. (مسلم، ف وْق كُم هُوَ إِلَى وَلاَ تَنْظُرُوا مِنْكُمْ أ سْف ل مَنْ هُوَ إِلَى انْظُرُوا)

b. *Look* at the one who is *inferior* to you AND do NOT *look* at the one who is *above* you. (SM, 8:213)

Case 7a reverses the syntactic frame NOT X BUT Y that starts with a negative imperative favoring the coordinator *lākin* ‘but’ and turns it into the frame X AND NOT Y that starts with a positive imperative, preferring the coordinator *wa* ‘and’ and hosting canonical A-pair opposites *ʿunẓurū/lā tanẓurū* ‘look/not look’ to signal opposition between less canonical B-pair opposites *ʿasfal/fawq* ‘inferior/above’. When de-contextualized or co-occurring in a nonhuman context, the canonical opposite of *ʿasfal* ‘down’ is *ʿaʾlā* ‘up’ and that of *fawq* ‘above’ is *taḥt* ‘below’. The prophet Muhammad, however, interchangeably uses the members of either pair in a human context to attenuate canonicity, whereby his followers are told to compare themselves with whoever is inferior, not superior, to them in order not to turn ungrateful for God's blessing bestowed on them. If one looks at those who are above, envy might creep into his
or her heart and he or she may be eaten with jealousy. The remedy would then be to look at those who are below (cf. al-ʿAsqalānī, n.d. [P11]:323) to remain satisfied with and thankful for God-given blessings.

6.2.5 Canonical opposites as ancillary triggers of noncanonical ones in a coordinated frame

The following cases form PARADIGM III in which a conventional pair of opposites is used to trigger a nonconventional opposition between another more important pair, the members of which are not interpreted as opposites in neutral contexts but are treated as such in specific ones.

8. a. ذلك بإيَّاهُم قَالَوا إِنَّمَا الْبَيْعُ مِثْلُ الرِّبَا وَأَحَلَّ اللهُ الْبَيْعَ وَحَرَّمَ الرِّبَا (قرآن، 2:275)

b. That is because they say, ‘Trade and usury are the same,’ but God has allowed trade AND forbidden usury. (Q, 2:275)

c. الطَّلَاقُ مَرَّتَانِ فَإِحْسَانُ بِمَعْرُوفٍ أَوْ تُسْتَهْيَى بِإِحْسَانٍ (قرآن، 2:229)

d. Divorce can occur twice, so hold (your wives) by right OR release (them) with grace. (Q, 2:229)

9. a. اَنْهِكُوا الشَّوَارِبَ وَأَعْفُوا اللَّهِ (البخارى، 2:56:7)

b. Cut moustaches AND keep beards.

c. أَحْفُوا الشَّوَارِبَ وَأَوْفُوا اللَّهِ (مسلم، 1:153:1)

d. Shave moustaches AND grow beards.

e. لا تَنْكَحُ الْبَيْضُ حَتَّى تُسْتَأْثَرُ وَلاَ تُنْكَحُ الْبَيْضُ حَتَّى تُسْتَأْثَرُ (البخارى، 2:27)

f. NEITHER the virgin must be married until she is asked for permission NOR the maternally deflowered until she is asked for command.

g. لا تَنْكَحُ الْأَيَّامُ حَتَّى تُسْتَأْثَرَ وَلا تَنْكَحُ الْبَيْضُ حَتَّى تُسْتَأْثَرُ (مسلم، 4:40)

h. NEITHER the single must be married until she is asked for command NOR must the virgin until she is asked for permission.
Case 8a conjoins the canonical A-pair ‘\textit{\textdegree}halla/\textit{\textdegree}arrama ‘allow/forbid’ in an X AND Y framework to trigger an opposition between noncanonical, contextually pertinent, B-pair members \textit{\textdegree}bay’/\textit{\textdegree}rib\textdegree ‘trade/usury’ to reject their equivalence that is claimed by usurers and state their contrariety: trade is \textit{\textdegree}halal while usury is \textit{\textdegree}haram. This verse presents the reason why usurers would be like devil-possessed people falling and rising from time to time (cf. al-Zama\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree, 1998 [P1]:506). Divorce is the main theme of case 8c, which coordinates the canonical A-pair members \textit{\textdegree}ms\textdegree k/tas\textdegree rh\textdegree ‘hold/release’ in an X OR Y frame to give the divorc\textdegree, the divorcing man in most cases, a choice from the noncanonical, rather synonymous, B-pair members, \textit{ma\textdegree r\textdegree f}/\textit{\textdegree}i\textdegree h\textdegree s\textdegree n ‘right/grace’, triggering in between a noncanonical opposition instead of their synonymy. The ideological purport is to issue a warning against oral play with divorce words, as the divorcing person has the option to rightfully hold back his or her divorc\textdegree(e) or kindly release him or her if the divorce happens twice. If divorce took place thrice, the divorc\textdegree\textdegree would have to consummate marriage with another man before giving herself back to her ex-divorc\textdegree. Her marriage with the other man must be done without backdoor arrangements or agreements between the three parties (cf. al-Zama\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree, 1998 [P1]:443). Ibn \textdegree\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree\textdegree (1984 [P2]:407) draws an insightful distinction between \textit{ma\textdegree r\textdegree f} and \textit{\textdegree}i\textdegree h\textdegree s\textdegree n. The former is given more priority over the latter as it is more recommended in the Islamic jurisprudence. The latter is a literal and metaphorical opposite of the former. The former is so-called because it is what people know in all their dealings, such as the rights laid by the Islamic religion and the rights laid by social convention and tradition. \textit{Ma\textdegree r\textdegree f} means establishment of an excellent connubial relationship and provision of conjugal rights, while \textit{\textdegree}i\textdegree h\textdegree s\textdegree n means provision of financial rights only.

Cases 9a,c cite the prophet Muhammad as giving a command to his followers to do the opposite of what the polytheists have been doing
with their moustaches and beards: to shorten their moustaches and lengthen their beards. Two distinct pairs of canonical antonyms (A-pairs), 'anṭākū/a ʿāfī ‘cut/keep’ and 'aḥfū/ʾawfū ‘shave/grow’, are used to trigger opposition between noncanonical B-pair members al-shawārīb/al-liḥā ‘moustaches/beards’ in an X AND Y frame. Simultaneity is syntetically imparted to the two actions by the coordinator ʾaw ‘and’. Cases 9e,g draw a marriage-contracting distinction between the A-pair members al-bikr ‘virgin’ and al-thayyīb ‘deflowered’ or al-ʾayyim ‘single’ in a NEITHER X NOR Y framework: an unspoken permission (silence gives consent) should be taken from the never-married virgin to get her married; a spoken command must be sought from the marriageable single (widow or divorcee). The virgin can express her consent to the marriage proposal in silence; the widow or divorcee necessarily in words (al-ʿAsqalānī, n.d. [P9]:191-192); al-Nawawī, 1987 [P9]:203). The bikr and thayyīb are opposed on virginity dimension; ʾayyim and bikr on marriageability dimension.

6.2.6 Canonical opposites as ancillary triggers of noncanonical ones in a subordinated frame

Cases home to this class belong to PARADIGM III and include pairs of conventional opposites that trigger other oppositions between nonconventional pairs in a complex structure involving two clauses: a dependent clause appended asymmetrically to a main clause by means of a subordinator, as if, when, since, and so forth. This class is labeled ‘subordinated antonymy’ (Hassanein, 2013a) and ‘subordinated opposition’ (Hassanein, 2018).

10. a. وَأَنْجَبْنَا مُوسَى وَمَنْ مَعَهُ أَجْمَعُينَ ثُمَّ أَعْرَفْنَا الأُخْرَىْينَ (قرآن، 26:26)

b. We saved Moses and all his companions; THEN We drowned the others. (Q, 26:66)
Case 10a logs the co-occurrence of ancillary canonical A-pair antonyms \(\text{'anjaynā/āqraqnā} \) ‘save/drown’ within a temporally subordinated X THEN Y framework to trigger an opposition between noncanonical B-pair members \(\text{Musā wa man ma'ahu ajma'īn/al-āharīn} \) ‘Moses and all his companions/the others’. The gist of the subordinate configuration marked by the Arabic item \(\text{thumma} \) ‘then’ is to signify sequential order and intervallicity between the act of saving prophet Moses and all his companions and the act of drowning Pharaoh and all his followers in the Red Sea. The divine \(\text{We} \) asserts that it all happened by an act of God.

6.2.7 Canonical opposites as ancillary triggers of noncanonical ones in an interrogative frame

Cases attributed to this category exemplify PARADIGM III and comprise canonical opposites (A-pair) serving as triggers of an opposition between noncanonically opposed ones (B-pair). The triggering ancillaries and the triggered opposites co-occur within coordinate, interrogative constructions dubbed “interrogative antonymy” (Murphy and Jones, 2008:218), “disjunctive antonymy” (Muehleisen and Isono, 2009:2197), and “binarized option” (Davies, 2012:69). Of these three labels, “interrogative” serves most here, being a coverall term for conjunction and disjunction (or optionality).

11. a. (قرآن، أَوَأَمِنَ أَهْلُ ن ائِمُون \(\text{وَهُمْ بَيَاتا} \) أَفَأَمِنَ أَهْلُ الْقُرَى أَنْ يَأْتِيَهُمْ بَأْسُنَا \(\text{ضُح} \) وَهُمْ یَلْعِبُون \(\text{بَأْسُنَا صَحِي} \) وَهُمْ یَلْعِبُون

b. Do the people of these towns feel secure that Our punishment will not come upon them \(\text{by night} \) while they are \(\text{asleep} \)? OR do the people of these towns feel secure that Our punishment will not come upon them \(\text{by day} \) while they are \(\text{at play} \)? (Q, 7:98)

Case 11a disjoins the times at which God's punishment would befall the townspeople who arrogantly think that they are safe from it: \(\text{bayātā} \) ‘by night’ which is a time for \(\text{nawm} \) ‘sleep’ or \(\text{duḥā} \) ‘by day’ which is a time for \(\text{la‘ib} \) ‘play’. Both periods are said by Ibn ‘Āshūr
(1984 [P9]:23) to be usually times for rest. It employs a disjunctively interrogative construction X OR Y? in which the canonical A-pair items bayātā/dhuhā ‘around midnight/around forenoon’ serve as adverbs of time to bring noncanonical B-pair members nāʿimūn/yalʿabūn ‘asleep/at play’ into opposition. The motif is to convey God’s categorical denial of the townspeople’s certainty of being safe from affliction during these two specific times. God selects these times in particular because during them townspeople are either sleeping or playing, respectively. The bayāt transpires after work to have rest and the duḥāh happens before work to have fun (Ibn ‘Āshūr, 1984 [P9]:23). A person in his or her right mind must beware God's guile as warriors beware enemy's ambush, night attack and assassination (al-Zamaḥšarī, 1998 [P2]:480).

6.2.8 Canonical opposites as ancillary triggers of noncanonical ones in a negated frame

The two cases below feature canonical pairs of opposites as triggering an opposition between noncanonical ones in negated structures, whereby one B-opposite is negated and the other is affirmed.

12. a. (Ibn Bāhūr, 1984 [P9]:185)

b. If prayer(s) started, do NOT come to it running, BUT come to it walking. (SB, 1:218)

c. (Muslim, 6:98)

d. I prohibited you from (drinking) wine except in water skins, so drink in all water skins and do NOT drink any alcoholic liquor. (SM, 6:98)

Case 12a conveys a prophetic prohibition of a pattern of behavior potentially noticed beforehand by the prophet Muhammad, a command to his followers not to run but to untiredly walk to mosque to perform what is left and complete what is missed. In doing so, the
prophet proscribes the improper behavior in the negative imperative and prescribes the proper one in the positive imperative, using the canonical A-pair items lā taʿtūhā/iʿtūhā ‘not come/come’ as ancillary triggers of opposition between noncanonical B-pair ones tasʿawna/tamshūn ‘run/walk’. The syntactic framework is NOT X AND Y: do NOT come to prayer running AND come to it walking in a comfortable manner. Case 12c reverses the preceding frame, thus employing an X AND NOT Y framework within which conventional A-pair members ʾishrabū/lā tashrabū ‘drink/not drink’ co-occur to create an opposition between what to drink and what not to drink, the nonconventional B-pair members fī al-ʿasqīya/muskirā ‘in water skins/alcoholic liquor’. The Muslims, who were not allowed by the prophet to drink from any water skin, are then allowed to drink from all water vessels but not to drink any alcoholic liquor (cf. al-Nawawī, 1987 [P1]:185).

6.2.9 Less canonical opposites as ancillary signalers of canonical ones in a coordinated frame

There are cases that feature less canonical ancillary opposites (A-pair) that serve to sharpen a canonical opposition between canonical ones (B-pair) in coordinative frames. These cases form PARADIGM IV.

13. a. كَلَّ بَلْ تُحِبُّونَ الْعَجَلَةَ وَتَذَرُونَ الْآخِرَةَ (قرآن، 21:75)

b. Truly you love this passing life AND leave the life to come. (Q, 75:21)

14. a. مِنْ أَشْرَاطِ السَّاعَةِ أَنْ يَقِلَّ الْعِلْمُ وَيُظْهَرَ الْجَهَلَ (البخاري، 1:28)

b. Among the signs of the Hour are the decrease in knowledge AND the appearance of ignorance. (SB, 1:28)

c. مِنْ أَشْرَاطِ السَّاعَةِ أَنْ يَرْفَعَ الْعِلْمُ وَيُظْهَرَ الْجَهَلَ (مسلم، 8:58)

d. Among the signs of the Hour are the removal of knowledge AND the appearance of ignorance. (SM, 8:58)
Case 13a conjoins the same less canonical A-pair items *tuḥibbūna*/*taḍarūna* ‘love/leave’ in an X AND Y frame to confirm a canonical opposition between other B-pair members *al-*‘ājila/*al-*‘āhira ‘this passing life/life to come’, differing only in cliticization. The conventional opposite of *tuḥibbūna* is *takrahūna* ‘hate’, but it is replaced with *taḍarūna* ‘leave’ to show how human beings in general show absolute concern for ephemeral pleasures of this life that sooner end and leave aside or behind those of the afterlife that will never end.

Cases 14a,c foreshadow two of the minor signs of the advent of the Hour that herald the apocalypse: *qillat al-*‘ilm ‘decrease in knowledge’ and *ẓuhūr al-jahl* ‘appearance of ignorance’. SB and SM share the second A-pair member *yaẓhar* ‘appear’ to which the first less canonical A-pair members *yaqil/yurfa* ‘decrease/be removed’ are respectively opposed. The canonical opposite of the seed item *yaẓhar* ‘appear’ is *yaḥtafī* ‘disappear’. However, two less canonical opposites are employed instead to work together with the seed A-pair word on augmenting the canonical opposition between the B-pair opposites *al-*‘ilm/*al-jahl* ‘knowledge/ignorance’. The implication is that knowledge will gradually decrease until it is completely removed with the deaths of its holders, and ignorance will prevail (cf. al-ʿAsqalānī, n.d. [P1]: 178).

6.2.10 Less canonical opposites as ancillary sharpeners of less canonical ones in a coordinated frame

This section constitutes PARADIGM V in which less conventional A-pair opposites serve to sharpen and augment opposition between less conventional B-pair members in a coordinative construction.

15. a. (قرآن، 27:76) إِنَّ هَؤُلَاءِ يُحِبُّونَ الْعَاجِلَةَ وَيَذَرُونَ وَرَاءَهُمْ يُومَ ثُقِیلَ ( القرآن, ٧٦:٧) |

b. These (people) do **love this passing life** AND **leave** behind a **Heavy Day**. (Q, 76:27)
16. a. (مسلم، أ ق امُوا ع ل يْهِ الضَّعِيفُ وَإِذَا سَرَقَ فِيهِمْ ت ر كُوهُ إِذَا سَرَقَ فِيهِمْ أقَامَوا علَيهِ (مسلم، 5:114) 

b. IF the noble among them steals, they leave him, AND IF the weak among them steals, they punish him. (SM, 5:114)

Case 15a reveals a characteristic feature of those who have no faith in God and describes their egos as cherishing this passing life and relinquishing a heavily loaded Day, Doomsday. The A-pair members yuḥibbūna/yadārūna ‘love/leave’, the conventional opposites of which are respectively yakrahūna/yattahīdūna ‘hate/take’, are brought together in a nonconventional opposition to trigger an opposition between unconventionally opposed B-pair members al-ʾājila/yawman thaqīlā ‘passing life/heavy Day’, whose conventional opposites are al-ʾāḥira/yawman ḥafta ‘life to come/light day’. The holonym al-ʾāḥira, the canonical opposite of al-ʾājila (cf. Q, 75:21), is taken out and replaced with a part or a meronym thereof, yawman thaqīlā. The purpose is to shift the propositional content of the verse from pace to weight. The entire ephemeral life cherished by the unfaithful has a light weight compared with the heavy Doomsday that spans between one and fifty thousand years in our reckoning (cf. Q, 22:47; 32:5; 70:5).

Case 16a conjoins the less canonical A-pair members al-sharīf/al-ḍaʿīf ‘the noble/the weak’ in an IF X AND IF Y frame to sharpen a less canonical opposition between the B-pair members tarakūh/ʿaqāmū ʿalay al-ḥadd ‘leave/punish’. The canonical opposites of the former A-pair items are respectively al-waḍīʿ/al-qawīyy ‘the ignoble/the strong’, whereas those of the latter pair members are ʿaḥāḏīḥ/samaḥīḥ ‘take/forgive’. This prophetic tradition transpired in reaction to an intercession made by ʿUsāma b. Zayd to the prophet Muhammad in favor of a noble Qurayshite woman, charged with theft, to save her from God's penalty for the theft. In respect of God's penalties, the prophet flatly refused and delivered an immediate speech to his people about how the former nations were
destroyed because of their social discrimination between the noble and the ignoble. Penalties in their times were applicable only to the weak and that was why the prophet swore to cut off the hand of his daughter, Fāṭima, if she stole. Thus the prophet meted out justice and ordered that the woman’s hand be cut off. Justice must be done in any case and intercession is totally forbidden when it relates to a divine commandment (cf. al-Nawawī, 1987 [P11]:186).

6.2.11 Less canonical opposites as ancillary sharpeners of less canonical ones in a subordinated frame

Case 17a replicates PARADIGM V in which a pair of opposites is temporally subordinated to another pair that co-occurs within the syntactic frame IF X THEN IF Y.

17. a. (قرآن، 8:39)

وَإِذَا مَسَّ الإِنْسَانَ ضُرٌّ دَعَاءً رَبَّهُ مُنِيبًا إِلَيْهُ ثُمَّ إِذَا خَوَّلَهُ نِعْمَةً مِنْهُ مَا كَانَ يَدْعُو إِلَيْهِ مِنْ قَبْلُ

b. IF man suffers an affliction, he invokes his Lord and turns to Him. THEN IF he has been granted a blessing from God, he forgets the One he had been praying to. (Q, 39:8)

Case 17a features less canonicity of oppositions within a subordinated framework IF X THEN IF Y bringing together less conventionally opposite A-pair members ẓurr/niʿma ‘harm/blessing’ to hone another less canonical opposition between the B-pair members daʿā/nasiya ‘invoke/forget’. Both pairs are employed to describe how human beings supplicate God in times of trouble and forget about their supplication to Him if He turns their trouble into a blessing. The ideological view is that God is remembered in times of difficulty and forgotten in times of ease. The canonical opposites of ẓurr/niʿma are nafʿ/niqma ‘benefit/curse’ and that of nasiya ‘forget’ is taḍakkara ‘remember’ omitted in favor of a less canonical opposite daʿā ‘invoke’. The deep structure of this syntactic framework is evocative of transitional opposition marked by a transitional shift from a state of distress to a state of comfort.
6.2.12 Less canonical opposites as ancillary triggers of noncanonical ones in a coordinated frame

Case 18a establishes PARADIGM VI, within which two less canonical opposite members co-occur to trigger a noncanonical opposition between two other members not interpreted as opposites in neutral contexts.

18. a. (قرآن، 36:30)

وَإِذَا أَذَقْنَا النَّاسَ رَحْمَةٍ فَرِحُوا بِهَا وَإِنْ تُصِبْهُمْ سَيِّئَةً بِمَا قَدَّمَتْ أَيْدِيهِمْ إِذَا هُمْ يُقَلِّبُونَ

b. IF We give people a taste of mercy, they gladden AND IF a bad deed happens to them, because of their own actions, they despair. (Q, 30:36)

Case 18a coordinates less canonical A-pair opposites rahma/sayyi’ā ‘mercy/bad deed’ in the syntactic frame IF X AND IF Y to trigger a noncanonical opposition between B-pair members fariḥū/yaqnaṭūn ‘gladden/despair’. The canonical opposites are ‘aḏāb/ḥasana ‘torment/good deed’ and yaḥzanū/ʾamilū ‘sadden/hope’, respectively. God manipulates the less canonical and noncanonical opposites to clarify how people become happy when they taste a bit of mercy but fall into despair of God's mercy if something bad brought about by their own sins happens to them. God wants people to show patience rather than despair in times of difficulty (cf. al-Zamaḥšarī, 1998 [P8]:580).

6.2.13 Less canonical opposites as ancillary triggers of noncanonical ones in a subordinated frame

Case 19a uses a subordinated structure to host a less canonical pair of opposites serving as ancillaries for triggering a noncanonical opposition between members of another pair.

19. a. (قرآن، 26:172)

فَنَجَّيْنَا هُوَ أَقْتَرَبُواُ أَعْجِمُونَ ... ثُمَّ دَمَّرْنَا الآخَرِينَ

b. We saved him and all his family … THEN We destroyed the others. (Q, 26:172)
Case 19a replicates PARADIGM VI within a subordinated environment, X THEN Y, housing a less canonical pair of opposites najjaynā/dammarnā ‘save/destroy’ (A-pair) used as ancillaries for the triggering of another noncanonical opposition between items of a B-pair hu waʾahlahu/al-ʾāharīn ‘he and his family/others’ interpreted oppositionally only in conflictual contexts. The verse weaves an analepsis, a flashback, of prophet Lot’s time when men in his community developed homosexual tendencies towards one another and towards his guest angels and refrained from straight heterosexual relations with their women. As a result, God saved the prophet Lot and his family but then ruined all the other corrupts. The subordinator thumma ‘then’ does impart temporal precedence to one action over the other, being representative of sequential order of two actions with an interval in between (Ibn ʿĀshūr, 1984 [P19]:181). What follows thumma is subsequent to what precedes it: X THEN Y, AFTER X, Y and BEFORE Y, X.

6.2.14 Less canonical opposites as ancillary triggers of noncanonical ones in an interrogative frame

The following case also typifies PARADIGM VI, retrieving and replicating a less oppositional canonicity between the members of two opposed pairs.

20. a. ātadūn baʿal wa tattūrōn ʾahsān al-ʾāharīn (Q, 125:37)

b. HOW can you invoke Baal AND leave the Best Creator? (Q, 37:125)

Case 20a manipulates four members that are not treated by the native speakers of Arabic as conventional opposites but as less conventional ones: tadʿūna/taḍarūna ‘invoke/leave’ and Baal/ʾaḥsana al-ʾāliqīn ‘Baal/Best Creator’. The conventional antonym of taḍarūna ‘leave’ is commonly tatataḥḏūna ‘take’. The propositional focus of the former pair is on the act of invocation or supplication rather than divination. God, the Best Creator, deprecatingly interrogates the
townspeople’s logic of their prayers to Baal, an idol after whom today's city of Baalbek has been named (cf. al-Zamaḥşarī, 1998 [P5]:229), and their abandonment of the Best Creator. The interrogation, X and Y?, serves as a rhetorical question not intended for the elicitation of an answer, but for despise and disapproval of their practices.

6.2.15 Noncanonical opposites as ancillary signalers of canonical ones in a coordinated frame

PARADIGM VII includes noncanonical pairs of opposites whose function is to signalize oppositions between canonical pairs in coordinate environments, which are the foci of contrarieties.

21. a. إِذْ أَنْتُمْ بِالْعُدْوَةِ الدُّنْيَا وَهُمْ بِالْعُدْوَةِ الْقُصْوَى (قرآن، 42:8)

b. Remember when you were on the near side of the valley AND they were on the far side. (Q, 37:125)

Case 21a uses the syntactic frame X AND Y to coordinate pronominal deictics, a second-person plural pronoun ʾantum ‘you’ and a third-person plural pronoun hum ‘they’, as noncanonical opposites pointing to a more important opposition between a canonical pair of opposites al-ʿudwatu al-duniā/al-ʿudwatu al-quswā ‘near side/far side’. God reminds the Muslims of the critical battle-day of Badr when they were positioned in a location lower and weaker than that of their polytheistic enemy (al-Zamaḥşarī, 1998 [P2]:585). Although the geographical conditions of the battle were in favor of their enemy and provided grounds for the latter's victory, God turned the tables on the enemy and led the Muslims to a resounding victory. In return for this favor, the Muslims should remain grateful and thank God's blessing upon them by doling out one-fifth of war spoils or booties to Him, to the prophet Muhammad, to the relatives, to the needy and to the wayfarers.

الْتَسْبِيحُ لِلرَّجَالِ وَالْتَصْفِيحُ لِلنِّسآءِ (البخاري، ٢:١٠٠)
b. Glorification (of God) is for men (to do) AND applause is for women (to do). (SB, 2:60)

c. (35:1

الِنساءِ لِلنِّساءِ وَالتَّصْفِيقُ لِلرِّجَالِ

الْتَسْبِيحُ لِلرِّجَالِ وَالتَّصْفِيقُ لِلْنِسَاءِ (مسلم، 1:35)

d. Glorification (of God) is for men (to do) AND clapping is for women (to do). (SM, 1:35)

Case 22a inserts a pair of incompatible, but not contrary, words, al-tasbīḥ/al-tasfīḥ ‘glorification/applause’, into a noncanonical opposition to play an ancillary role in signaling and confirming an opposition between two other canonical opposites, al-rijāl/al-nisā’ ‘men/women’. This prophetic tradition stemmed from the prayers' normative practice of clapping their hands to attract their imam's attention to a ritual he forgot to do during prayers. The prophet Muhammad condemned that practice on this particular occasion, prescribing that glorification of God with the commendatory Arabic formula subḥāna al-lāh ‘Glory be to God’ must be the manly activity, whereas applause must be the womanly activity. Here the focus is placed more on the who (the actor) than on the what (the act) in reply to questions, such as ‘Who should glorify’ and ‘Who should clap’, not ‘What men or women should do’. The tradition has a corrective purpose which is achieved by means of a coordinated, ancillary-induced, frame X AND Y. Case 22c replicates the same framework on the syntagmatic axis, sharing and retrieving all the lexical choices on the paradigmatic axis except one: al-tasfīq ‘clapping’ has been selected in substitution of al-tasfīḥ ‘applause’, arousing an overwhelming curiosity on part of the receivers to find out the differences between the two apparently synonymous pair al-tasfīḥ/al-tasfīq. Do both lexemes carry the same or different sense in the language system and the same or different reference between the language and the world? According to al-Suyūtī (1986 [P2]:79), there is a referential nuance between the two terms, whereby the former refers to two different forms of handclap: (a) the two right-hand fingers against the left-hand palm and (b) the back of either hand
against the palm of the other. The latter refers to the normal handclap in which the two-hand palms are stricken together, as in Figure 4.

![Figure 4 Pictorial distinction between al-tasfiḥ and al-tasfiq, respectively](image)

6.2.16 Noncanonical opposites as ancillary signalers of canonical ones in a negated frame

PARADIGM VII also includes noncanonical pairs of opposites serving to signal oppositions between canonical pairs in multiple negated frameworks.

23. a. (Qur’an, 9:101)

> وَمِمَّنْ حَوْلَكُمْ مِنْ الأَعْرَابِ مُنَافِقُونَ وَمِنْ أَهْلِ الْمَدِينَةِ مَرَدُوا عَلَى النِّفَاقِ لَعَلَّمُهُمْ نَعْلِمُهُمْ

You [Prophet] do NOT know them; We know them.

b. Some of the desert Arabs around you are hypocrites, as are some of the people of Medina— they are obstinate in their hypocrisy. In Case 23a, God confirms that some desert Arabs and Medinans were obstinate hypocrites unknown to the prophet Muhammad. The prophet did not know them; only God knew them. Such hypocrites were promised a frequent torment in their worldly lives and a greater torture in the afterlife (Ibn ʿĀshūr, 1984 [P11]:20). The ideological point is to display hypocrisy as an abhorrent human characteristic meriting severe punishment and as an inner trait known only to God. The syntactic frame favored here is the NOT X, Y frame which hosts a noncanonical pair of opposites ʾanta/nahnu ‘you/We’ serving as pointers to a canonically opposite pair lâ ta’lamhum/na’lamhum ‘not know/know’.
6.2.17 *Noncanonical opposites as ancillary signalers of canonical ones in an interrogative frame*

PARADIGM VII further comprises a noncanonical pair of opposites signalizing an opposition between the members of another canonical pair in an interrogative construction.

24. a. قالَتْ يَا وَيْلَتَا أَلِدُ وَأَنَا عَمِّيْرُ وَهَذَا بَعْلِي شَيْخٌ (قرآن، 22:11)

b. She said, ‘Alas for me! How am I to bear a child when I am an old woman, and my husband here is an old man? (Q, 11:72)

Case 24a employs the X AND Y framework to coordinate a noncanonical pair of opposites ‘ʾanā/haḍā baʿlī ‘I/this husband’ to signal a canonical opposition between another pair of words ‘ajūz/shayḥā ‘old woman/old man’. Although both pairs stand out in a coordinative structure, interrogation as a discourse function overrides coordination here and this explains why this case has been assigned to the interrogative rather than coordinative function, a rigorous argument presented by some other scholars in their studies of antonymy across different languages (e.g., Jones, 2002, 2006; Murphy and Jones, 2008; Muehleisen and Isono, 2009; Murphy et al., 2009; Hassanein, 2013a). The rhetorical purposes of the prophet Lot's wife's interrogation is to deem unusual, if not impossible, a case in which a child would be born to a rather old couple at the age of ninety-eight (al-Zamaḥšarī, 1998 [P3]:217). The news-bearing angels rejected her wonder by informing her, through a rhetorical question, that it is God's command.

6.2.18 *Noncanonical opposites as ancillary sharpeners of less canonical ones in a coordinated frame*

This section builds up PARADIGM VIII in which two lexemes are noncanonically opposed to sharpen an opposition between less canonically opposite words co-occurring in coordinative frames.

25. a. قدْ كَانَ لَكُمْ آيَةً في فِئَتَيْنِ الْتَقَتَا فِئَةٌ تُقَاتَلُانَ في سَبِيلِ اللّهِ وَأُخْرَىٰ كَافِرَةَ (قرآن، 13:2)
b. You have already seen a sign in the two armies that met in battle, one army were fighting for God’s cause and the other were unfaithful. (Q, 3:13)

26. a. (113:1 البخارى،) ك اف ةً النَّاسِ وَبُعِثْتُ إِلَى خاصّةً وَبُعِثْتُ إِلَى الناس كَافّةً (البخاري، ١٠٣:١)

b. Each of the (former) prophets was sent to his own people in particular and I was sent to all people in toto. (SB, 1:113)

c. الرُّؤْيَا مِنَ اللّٰهِ وَالْحُلُمُ مِنَ الشَّيْطَانَ (مسلم، ٥٠٠:٧)

d. Vision (comes) from God and dream (comes) from Satan. (SM, 7:50)

Case 25a coordinates two noncanonical opposites fiʾalʿuhrā ‘one army/the other’ in an X AND Y frame to sharpen a less canonical opposition between two other opposites from different form classes, tuqāṭil fī sabīl al-lāh/kāfirā ‘fight for God's cause/unfaithful’ (verbal predicator vs. adjectival predicate). The canonical opposite of kāfirā ‘unfaithful’ is muʾmina ‘faithful’. God addresses unfaithful Quraishites and reminds them of the Battle of Badr during which He supported a Muslim army with invisible fighters against a polytheistic army and led them to victory (al-Zamaḥšarī, 1998 [P1]: 531). Case 26a employs the same coordinated syntactic frame to host a pair of noncanonical opposites al-nabīyy/ʾanā ‘prophet/I’ to serve an ancillary role in sharpening a less canonical opposition between members of another pair ḥāṣa/kāfa ‘in particular/in toto’. The canonical opposite of ḥāṣa ‘in particular’ is ‘āma ‘in general’. The prophet Muhammad draws a contrast between him and his predecessors, stating that his predecessors were sent by God to separate communities while he, perhaps being the last or seal prophet, was God's messenger to all humanity. Case 26c reuses the same coordinate frame to bring the synonyms al-ruʿyā/al-ḥulum ‘vision/dream’ into a noncanonical opposition to sharpen a less canonical opposition between the B-pair members al-lāh/al-shayṭān ‘God/Satan’. The canonical opposite of al-shayṭān is al-malāk
‘Angel’. The less canonical God-Satan opposition is motivated and sharpened by the A-pair members *al-ruʿāl/al-hulum* ‘vision/dream’, which are interpreted as being good and bad, respectively. This argument is further supported by other relevant prophetic traditions, which draw an opposition between good vision and dream (SB, 4:95) and between good vision and bad vision (SM, 7:51). These two traditions are not included here due to their impertinence to PARADIGM VIII.

6.2.19 *Noncanonical* opposites as ancillary triggers of *noncanonical* ones in a *coordinated* frame

This is PARADIGM IX in which pairs of unconventionally opposed lexemes (A-pairs) co-occur within coordinated frameworks to play ancillary roles in triggering oppositions between other nonconventional pairs (B-pairs).

27. a. (قرآن، 41:12)

{\textit{يَا صَاحِبَيِ السِّجْنِ أَمَّا أَحَدُكُمَا فَيْسَقِي رَبِّهُ خَمْرًا وَأَمَّا الآخَرُ فَيُصْلَبُ}} (قرآن، 12:41)

b. Fellow prisoners, AS FOR one of you, *he is going to serve wine* to his king AND AS FOR the other, *he is going to be crucified*, then birds are going to eat from his head. (Q, 12:41)

Case 27a features the notion of binary oppositions on Greimas's semiotic square (cf. Hassanein, 2009:40, 2013b:63-69) as an indispensable narrative tool in structural-cognitive semiotics, whereby narrative events progress in terms of a thematic binarity. The verse presents the prophet Joseph's interpretations of two visions given by his two prison inmates: one presses grapes into wine and the other carries bread above his head from which birds were eating. The prophet Joseph coordinates his interpretations within an AS FOR X AND AS FOR Y framework: as for one (i.e., the former), he would serve wine to his king and as for the other (i.e., the latter), he would be crucified and birds would be eating from his head. The A-pair *ʾahadukmāl/ʾāhar* ‘one/the other’ functions as ancillary
noncanonical opposites to trigger a more interesting noncanonical opposition between the B-pair members *yasqū/yuṣṭlab* ‘serve/be crucified’.

6.2.20 *Noncanonical opposites as ancillary triggers of noncanonical ones in a negated frame*

This is an extension of PARADIGM IX which includes noncanonical pairs of opposites co-occurring in negated frameworks to trigger oppositions between more important noncanonical pairs of opposites.

28. a. (49:49)

28. b. *Name* after *my name* AND do NOT *nickname* after *my nickname*. (SB, 4:49)

Case 28a is a typical case of noncanonicity, a phenomenal feature of antonymy or opposition in which noncanonical A-pairs of opposites co-occur to trigger a catchier opposition between noncanonical B-pairs. A negated framework X AND NOT Y hosts the noncanonical A-pair members *samētu/tukānū* ‘name/nickname’ in an ancillary manner to create an unexpected opposition between the noncanonical B-pair members *ʾismi/kunyatī* ‘name/nickname’. The prophet Muhammad is teaching his followers to name their children after his name ‘Muhammad’ and not to nickname them after his nickname ‘ʾabā al-qāsim’, as it is a patronymic unique to him. He was given this nickname because he used to be the distributer of rights and shares among his people (cf. al-ʿAsqalānī, n.d. [P6]:217).

6.2.21 *Duplicates, analogs, or (non)canonical opposites as ancillaries for oppositions between duplicates or (less or non)canonical ones in a coordinated frame*

This constitutes PARADIGM X in which duplicate, analogous, canonical, or noncanonical lexemes are opposed in X AND Y coordinated frameworks to signal, sharpen, or trigger opposition between other duplicate, less canonical, canonical, or noncanonical items. Typical cases include the following:
29. a. (Quran, 70:5)
   كلما جاءهم رسول بما لا يُؤى أفسههم فريقا كذبوا وفريقا يقُلُون
   (Quran, 70:5)
   b. Whenever a messenger came to them with what they did not
   like, a group were 
   disbelieved
 by them and a group were killed
 by them. (Q, 5:70)

30. a. (255:2 Bukhari, Al-Bukhari)
   يبنين سبع أو في مضين تسعة أو عشرة الأوان
   (Al-Bukhari, 2:255)
   b. It is in the last ten days (of Ramadan), in 
   nine that go by or in 
   seven that remain. (SB, 2:255)
   c. إن الله يرضص لكم ثلاثا
   ويكره لكم ثلاثا
   (Muslim, 1:130)
   d. I
   prescribe
 four to you and proscribe four to you. (SB, 8:217)
   e. God
   accepts
 three for you and hates three for you. (SM, 5:130)
   f. ... بوجه هؤلاء شر الناس ذا الوجهين
   (Al-Bukhari, 4:154)
   g. ... جاءكم بوجه هؤلاء يأتيني
   (Al-Bukhari, 8:54)
   h. Of the worst people you find is the two-faced one who comes to
   these with (one) face and these with (another) face. (SB, 4:154)
   i. أو لا تنريد أن
   الله خلق الجنة وخلق النار فخلق
   فحَلَهُ وحَلَهُ (Muslim, 8:54)
   j. Do you not know that God created paradise and created fire,
   then He created for this (its)
   inhabitants
   and for this (its)
   inhabitants. (SM, 8:54)

All the cases above, except for Case 30a which uses the frame X OR Y,
employ the frame X AND Y to a miscellany of ancillary
configurations co-occurring in parallel structures peculiar to Classical
Arabic. Case 29a conjoins A-pair duplicates farīqan/farīqan
‘group/group’ to trigger a noncanonical opposition between the B-pair
members kaḍdabū/yaqulūn ‘disbelieved/kill’, the canonical opposites
of which are ṣaadāqū/yuhīyūn. God describes the Israelites as a
community accustomed to disbelieving some of their God-sent
prophets and killing some others.

Unlike its all fellow cases in the paradigm, Case 30a manipulates
the syntactic frame X OR Y that serves an exclusively disjunctive
purpose, whereby the occurrence of X annuls the occurrence of Y. The prophet Muhammad sets *Laylata al-Quadri* ‘The Night of Glory’ in time during the sacred month of Ramadan, either in *tisʾ in* ‘nine’ (an A-pair member) that pass by ‘yamḏīn’ (a B-pair member) or in *sabʾ in* ‘seven’ (an A-pair member) that remain ‘yabqayn’ (a B-pair member). The ideological significance is that it can occur either in the 29th night or the 23rd night (cf. al-ʿAsqalānī, n.d. [P4]:260). The A-pair members *tisʾ in/sabʾ in* ‘nine/seven’ function as ancillary analogs (specifiers or quantifiers) to point to a canonical opposition between the B-pair ones *yamḏīn/yabqayn* ‘go by/remain’. Case 30c features a canonical A-pair, *ʿāmurukum/ anhākum* ‘prescribe/proscribe’, triggering an opposition between duplicated specifiers *ʿarbaʾ/ʿarbaʾ* ‘four/four’. Canonical oppositionality is projected onto such quantifying duplicates by the B-pair members that stand together as canonical opposites in all contexts. Case 30e does exactly the same as Case 30c, with the difference that the former's B-pair items *thalāthan/thalāthan* ‘three/three’ are cast into opposition by the less canonical A-pair opposites *yardā/yakrah* ‘accept/hate’. The canonical opposites of the latter pair are *yarfuḍ/yuḥīb* ‘reject/love’, respectively. Case 30g identifies one of those worst people as a double-faced person, a double-dealer, who regularly shows two different faces to two different groups: noncanonical A-pair members *haʾulāʾ/haʾulāʾ* ‘these/these’ and noncanonical B-pair ones *wajh/wajh* ‘face/face’. Both pairs are duplicates brought into a noncanonical opposition to broach hypocrisy. Case 30i features a dialogue between the prophet Muhammad and his wife ʿĀʾisha about the death of one of al-ʿAnṣār’s (Supporters’) young children. ʿĀʾisha deems the deceased young boy to be a paradise inhabitant, metaphorized as a *paradise sparrow*, whereas the prophet takes a neutral stance towards the case and states that God has created paradise and fire (*heaven* and *hell* in Western culture) and created inhabitants for each (cf. al-Nawawī, 1987 [P16]:207). Case 30i replicates the same syntactic frame, X AND Y,
of Case 30g and the same proximal deitics, with two main differences: (a) the A-pair in Case 30i hosts proximal demonstratives in the singular-feminine forms hadihi/hadihi ‘this/this’, pointing back to the referents al-janna/al-nār ‘paradise/fire’, and (b) a canonical opposition is imparted to the B-pair duplicates ʾahlan/ʾahlan ‘inhabitants/inhabitants’ by a canonical opposition between the antecedents and their proximal deictics.

7. Conclusions

In this study, I tried to expand the syntagmatic approach to antonymy and opposition by proving the derivability of canonically, less canonically and noncanonically opposed pairs of ancillary antonymy and providing case-based evidence for what Jones (2002), Murphy (2003), Davies (2012, 2013), Kostić (2016) and Hassanein (2018) explicitly or tacitly reveal about the profile of (ancillary) antonymy in discourse. Kostić (2016:5-8) argues that the relation of ancillary antonymy is predictable and derivable in appropriate contexts, with a variable degree of antonymity, however. In ancillary antonymy contexts, contextual dependency of (non)canonical pairs can be null (0%, canonical), partial (50%, less canonical), or total (100%, noncanonical) in antonym constructs, i.e., antonym pairings generated in ancillary antonymy contexts (Kostić, 2015:153). These antonym constructs vary and include co-hyponyms or totally unrelated pairs of words, phrases and clauses. The canonical antonyms are linked both semantically and lexically, more entrenched in memory, and reinforced through linguistic experience. The less canonical ones are inherently contrastive if they fall into complementary distribution within the same meaning dimension. The noncanonical pairs are treated as opposites when they are used in binary contrastive contexts. To recap then, I argue that ancillary oppositions, particularly of the noncanonical type, generate contrastive relations in context, even when canonical or less canonical A-pair antonyms are not there. The (non)canonically related B-pairs may have no contrastive power at all.
Ancillary antonymy appears in several guises that constitute ten paradigms in the three CA datasets under scrutiny. PARADIGMS I/II/III feature canonical A-pairs, whose function is to signal, sharpen or trigger oppositions between canonical, less canonical or noncanonical B-pairs, respectively. The three configurations strongly support Jones’s (2002:46) arguments that if the B-pair has no innate element of opposition (i.e., noncanonicity), the A-pair generates an instantial contrast; if the B-pair already has a low level of innate opposition (i.e., less canonicity), the A-pair activates this latent contrastive potential; and if the B-pair already has a high level of innate opposition (i.e., canonicity), the A-pair confirms this contrast to the point of assigning antonymity. In this manner, B-pairs are increasingly pushed further up the scale of opposition by the A-pairs. PARADIGMS IV/V/VI include less canonical A-pairs, the functions of which are to signal, sharpen or trigger oppositions between (non)canonical or less canonical B-pairs. PARADIGMS VII/VIII/IX comprise noncanonically opposite A-pairs, which serve to point to, sharpen or trigger oppositions between canonical, less canonical or noncanonical B-ones. PARADIGM X that looks exclusive to CA unexpectedly brings into opposition duplicates (with same meanings), analogs (with same functions), synonyms (with similar meanings) and meronyms (with partitive meanings) to interchangeably oppose each other sometimes as A-pairs or B-pairs. Given that the A-pairs are more flexible than absolute as Jones (2002:53) puts it, “A-pairs are equally flexible in text because they are able to serve different roles in different Ancillary Antonymy sentences”, the present study expands by taxonomy Jones’s (2002) dyadic theory of ancillary antonymy. The taxonomy demonstrates the versatile nature of ancillarity and canonicity: the ancillary effect of the A-pairs and the contrastive power of the B-pairs vary to a greater or lesser degree in CA discourse.
and figure in an orthodox fashion, and their order is central to the information structure. Versatility of the two pairs is evidenced by the diversity of the categories outlined and exemplified from CA discourse. This versatility confirms the presence of universalities and particularities across languages and supports Jones’s (2002:102) argument that corpus linguistics is not an exact science and antonyms are occasionally used in innovative ways about which generalizations cannot easily be made. This seems to be a result of using different approaches and methods in data collection and classification and also due to cross-linguistic peculiarities.

The remodeling of ancillary antonymy in this study offers the following contributions to the state-of-the-art research on the ancillarity of antonymy: (1) it introduces opposition as a more general and more inclusive term than antonymy, a practice according with Davies (2012:47) and with the Arabic equivalents al-ṭibāq and al-muqābala, respectively, whereby the former signals opposition between necessarily opposite words while the latter points to opposition between opposites and non-opposites. (2) It supports Jones’s (2002:46) argument for the full canonicity of A-pairs and shows that A- and B-pairs are interchangeably nudged up or down the scale of canonicity, up to full canonicity or down to noncanonicity. Kostić (2016:6) holds a similar view that many examples of ancillary antonymy affirm the existence of a scale between pairings that are strongly conventionalized as antonyms, pairings opposable in some contexts (co-hyponyms and latent co-hyponyms), and pairings for which it is difficult to think of a context in which they could be used as antonyms although those contexts undoubtedly exist. (3) The remodeling also presents the A-pair ancillaries in CA as signalers, sharpeners and triggers of B-pair oppositions, foregrounding Jones’s (2002) ancillary theory. (4) It exclusively logs duplicates, analogs, synonyms and meronyms thrust into (non)canonical opposition. (5) It gives evidence for featuring oppositions between words, phrases,
clauses and sentences (Davies, 2012, 2013) and between strings from different form classes (Fellbaum, 1995; Lobanova et al., 2010). (6) It presents new instances of ancillary opposition that show gradation from canonicity to noncanonicity and mutual unexclusiveness of these two compartments, supporting Davies's (2012:42) insight that the canonical status of opposition ranges in a gradable cline from canonical to noncanonical.

This study suffers from a number of limitations. First, it lacks a corpus-based approach to the phenomenon under investigation in terms of which lexicosemantic theories can objectively be challenged and updated. Second, the cases selected for qualitative analyses are all based on the investigator’s intuitive and thus subjective choices according to which other cases can be claimed to be identically applicable. Third, similarly replicating studies are direly needed so that the conclusions drawn here can be safely generalized. In conclusion, this study strongly recommends the manual-automatic extraction of data, which Hsu (2015:53) argues for in identifying contrastive structures in text. The manual search is a plausible and indispensable method for mining and collecting ancillary oppositions in discourse, besides the automatic method. A number of corpus linguists support, besides the automatic search, the manual method of data extraction (cf. Adolphs, 2008:51; Dash, 2008:92; Mautner, 2009:44, among others). Both methods work in tandem to provide a full profile of ancillary opposition, just as quantitative and qualitative methods are valuable for profiling textual opposition (cf. Davies, 2012: 69). The automatic quantitative method is very valuable for mining (canonical and less canonical) ancillary antonyms while the manual qualitative method is necessary for gathering noncanonical oppositions that necessitate human intervention. Both approaches, manual and automatic or quantitative and qualitative, work complementarily rather than competitively. In this article, I rigorously tried to expand the syntagmatic approach to antonymy and opposition.
in previous studies as inspired by Jones (2002), magnifying the drivability of canonically, less canonically and noncanonically opposed relations in ancillary antonymy contexts. More work is required on how ancillary opposition functions across languages and how its effect is projected onto nearby expressions across different genres of discourse for ideological purposes. A better comprehension of the various aspects and guises of opposition in religious texts necessarily contributes to a better and more orthodox comprehension of the divine and human thoughts. Opposition plays a pivotal role in the genesis and exegesis of ideology in theology where argumentation and persuasion are central discursive goals.
Notes:

(1) 'Opposition' (e.g., Mettinger, 1994; Davies, 2012, 2013) is a more technically appropriate term than 'antonymy' for contrasting lexemes, meanings and concepts which are seen as canonical, less canonical or even noncanonical opposites at and above word level. There are, nonetheless, other labels used alternatively in the literature on aspects of semantic opposition: antonymy (e.g., Cruse, 1976; Lehrer and Lehrer, 1982; Lyons, 1995; Jones, 2002; Murphy, 2003, among others), contrast (e.g., Murphy, 2003; Abdel Haleem, 2004) and antithesis (e.g., Bussmann, 1996; Abdul-Raof, 2006).

(2) It must be noted here that Hassanein (2013) quantified and exemplified ancillary antonyms that co-occur intraversially (i.e., within a verse), neglecting many others that co-occur interversially (i.e., between verses) and thus leaving a wide gap to be filled by the present study.

(3) Throughout the article, all the representative examples selected sporadically and randomly from the Qur'an and Ḥadīth texts are followed by a complete citation, whereby Q and SB or SM (standing for Qur'an, Ṣaḥīḥ al- Buḥārī, or Sahīḥ Muslim, respectively) as well as verse/part and page numbers are given in parentheses. Transliterations and retranslations are provided in text wherever and whenever necessary to avoid any mistranslations that do not suit the purpose of the study. The translations are adapted from Abdel Haleem (2004). Here it must be noted that the analysis of ancillary oppositions is based on the Arabic texts, not on the translations the presence of which is only to make the Arabic texts intelligible to whoever cannot understand Arabic.

(4) ‘Reversives’ are directional opposites denoting motion or change in opposite directions between two states (cf. Cruse, 2006:50).

(5) ‘Converses’ are relational opposites whereby one opposite yields the same proposition as the other when the arguments are reversed, as in X above Y and Y below X.

(6) A point beyond the scope of the study but worth noting relates to Abdel Haleem's translation of al-ladīna kafārū/al-ladīna ʾāmanū into disbelievers/believers rather than who disbelieve/who believe, which perfectly suit the source text in terms of grammar and semantics. His choice depicts unbelief and belief as being permanent characteristics of the two opposed groups, whereas the should-be relativized items entail a shift in status from belief to unbelief or vice versa. This simple example may suffice to show why I adapt the translation and how ancillary opposition is a great challenge for the translator of CA texts and can impact their (un)translatability. This further point is open for future research and is not handled any more for reasons of space.
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